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What it is about
Until the beginning of the 20th century, hemp was the raw material for a wide range of products. The industries that relied on oil, cotton and steel during
global industrialisation rigorously displaced hemp. In the face of the current multiple crises, the way forward for a sustainable economy and society is to
reclaim the cultivation and use of hemp as a powerful, substantial, and sustainable resource.
For years, developers all over the world have been gnashing their teeth at the technology to decorticate hemp straw and process the fibres into textile
qualities. The plants used for this are so large and expensive that the products produced with them are too expensive for the broad market. Or, at best, they
produce fibres that are only suitable for use as insulation material. Competitive textile fibres have always come exclusively from China, where, however, they
are produced under conditions outside all ESG guidelines and are thus subject to criticism. Moreover, the supply chains in this industry are also interrupted
today.
Hemp4Circular.com is fundamentally changing conditions. Just as cheese was produced in village cheese dairies and wine in the village grotto, commercial
hemp is to be processed into high-quality, competitive semi-finished products using reliable low-tech machines and equipment. To this end, a few farmers in a
small region join together to form production communities and jointly use and operate the low-tech equipment on one of their farms. In this way, they work
together among themselves and with additional labour in small farming and neighbourhood circles.
The low-tech equipment is sufficient because even when the straw is harvested, care is taken to avoid tangles, baling pressure, turbulence, and knotting.
Instead of combined harvesters, the straw is tied into sheaves with parallel harvesters, in which the stalks are always parallel. This parallel alignment is
maintained throughout the entire harvesting, decortication and fibre preparation process, thus saving the previous, heavy technology - while also better
meeting the requirements for the fibres obtained.
The cost of a set of machines for a group of farmers is CHF 195,000 if manufactured in Switzerland, and CHF 200,000 for the new type of parallel mower, which
is in the programme of the Hyler company in Belgium. Orders for hemp and shives to utilise this first set have been confirmed, which means that the
investment will break even after 18 months.
The potential demand in Eastern and Southeastern Europe amounts to around 35,000 such machine sets. With the help of hemp4circular.com, the knowledge
carrier and manufacturer, these machines are pre-financed and put into use by the farmers. The farmers use them to produce high-quality, ethically and ESGsound semi-finished products that come onto the market at prices that are in line with those of conventionally produced, globally sourced competitor products.
Even with deliberately minimal expectations regarding the participation of farmers in this innovative market, the potential annual turnover with the semifinished products produced in Eastern and South-Eastern Europe is around 250 billion euros. The associated profit for investors amounts to just under 30 billion
euros per year, leaving a good 55 billion euros per year for hemp4circular.com. 165 billion euros remain justly with the farmers, who open up a new economic
pillar for themselves throughout Europe. In this case, only the name is alluded to, and otherwise unmentioned, is the entire circular economy that follows.

Hempidia: Europe-wide promotion and strengthening of the commercial hemp industry
Trans-European Promotion and Marketing Project for the Coordinated Strengthening of the Commercial Hemp Industry
Application for project funding to the European Interreg "Danube Transnational Programme
https://www.interreg-danube.eu/about-dtp/priorities-objectives-2021-2027/priority-1-smarter-danube-region
and regarding the circular economy at https://www.cbe.europa.eu/news/eu120-million-available-advancing-europes-circular-bioeconomy
The programme calls are now up to date with submission deadlines until September 2022. Perfect timing!
Subject matter and objective of the application
For the purposeful promotion and public communication of hemp as a renewable resource and for its use in contemporary, solidarity-based, regional models of
the circular economy, the project is to be developed with the committed participation of the active partners from the project area, i.e. in cooperation with the
nations and their exponents along the Danube:
1. Virtual platform for collaboration and e-commerce
The representation of all engaged persons, their competences, availability, accessibility and specific effects on the topic of hemp in its comprehensive
applicability, agricultural cultivation and industrial processing in the European area. This can be a metaverse representation according to the proposal
of GLARX with Glaernisch Hemp Solutions, an e-commerce platform according to the proposal of Tomas Brabec, apolo-global and a Wikipedia
specifically for technologies, processes and products with hemp.
2. Information and Visitor Centre in Prague
Design, construction and operation of an information and visitor centre in Chrast'any, Prague, where the general public can learn about the uses of
industrial hemp in all its possible applications in medicine, nutrition, construction, textiles, synthetics and energy.
3. Technopark in Prague
Design, construction and operation of a technopark in Strazov, Prague, for applied research and development as well as commercial processing of
hemp in its various uses.
4. Media, promotion, broadcasting, lighthouse function
Design, establishment and operation of an annual seminar week on the importance and potential of hemp with the two Benedictine monasteries in
Disentis (Switzerland) and Prague.

Project participants - Project organisation
Farmers / Agriculture

Production, operations

Data Management, Analysis

Research & Development

Communication, Promotion
Marketing, Sales

Politics, Society, Media

Farmers in Switzerland (GL, TG, SZ, BE, GR,
ZH, AG, FR), Germany (Allgäu), Austria (Tyrol,
"Hanfland" Lower Austria), Italy (South Tyrol,
Po Valley), Serbia (hemplicity.co), Croatia
(Kanaba), Bosnia-Herzegov., Czech Republic
(Tomas), Bulgaria, Ukraine, Romania, Turkey
(www.dogatek.org)
CH: Cannavigia.ch
CZ: www.brain4industries.cz
CZ: www.FIT.CVUT.CZ
www.glaernischtextil.ch
Bern University of Applied Sciences,
Agriculture
European Interreg Danube:
https://www.interreg-danube.eu/
www.cbe.europa.eu on Circular Economy
based on small scaled agriculture
EU Interreg Project Alp.HEMP

CH: www.glaernischtextil.ch
CZ: apolo-global.com
Ukraine: www.azava.org
A: www.standort-tirol.at, Hanfland.at
D: hanfu-gmbh.de
CZ and CH: Petr J. Kalash
CZ and CH: Petr Kotal
CH: Peter Binz
CH: Benedictine Monastery Disentis
CZ: Benedictine Monastery Prague

Equipment / Mechanical
engineering
www.gimelli.ch
www.cannabinno.swiss
www.in-eko.com

www.gimelli.ch
www.cannabinno.swiss

Indust. Processing, application
www.glaernischtextil.ch
www.hanfstein.eu
www.hemplicity.co
b.unlimited, Switzerland
www.deionescu.com
www.ecoinsul.eu
Dimitar Mihaylov, Sofia, Bulgaria
www.dogatek.org
CH: cannavigia.ch
CZ: www.brain4industries.cz
CZ: www.FIT.CVUT.CZ
https://www.mesentia.ch
www.glaernischtextil.ch
www.brain4industries.cz
EPFL Lausanne, Design for Sustainability
Deggendorf Technical University
University of Applied Sciences
Northwestern Switzerland
University of Applied Sciences East,
Rapperswil
University of Udine
CZ : apolo-global.com, Cro: Hemplicity.co
South Tyrol : hanfstein.eu, A: Hanfland.at
CH: www.glaernischtextil.ch
CH: www.re-leaf.ch (top-level sport)
Ukraine: azava.org (fashion)
CZ and CH: Petr J. Kalash
CZ and CH: Petr Kotal
CH: Peter Binz
CH: Benedictine Monastery Disentis
CZ: Benedictine Monastery Prague

Pending list
No.
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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14

Formation of an AG with the purpose in the sense of this description
Publish hemp4circular website, arouse interest in participation
hemp4circular AG foundation meeting with selected BoD members, minutes of the foundation meeting
with determination of the BoD members and signature authorisations, signed articles of association,
signed report on intellectual property as contribution in kind, presumably make the necessary patent
application.
Opening an account with ZKB, paying in share capital and account statement for the paid-in share capital
Commercial Register application for hemp4circular AG at the Commercial Register Zurich with the above
documents and complete, certified copies of identification of the BoD members.
Preparation and placement of the formally correct participation certificates
Start of operations of the AG at defined locations
Building the first three machine sets
Creation of CAD plans and 1 machine set for CHF 195'000 in Switzerland
Creation of 1 machine set at local prices in the Czech Republic
Creation of 1 machine set at local prices in Serbia
Contracts with farmers, letters of intent/acceptance contracts for the semi-finished products
Prepare contracts, negotiate with farmers and institutional buyers of the products in regional meetings,
sign contracts.
Personally, via word of mouth and personal recommendations: Promotion and acquisition among other
farmers and buyers throughout E and SE Europe.
Media, politics, public events, government funding
First contact with the Benedictine monasteries in Disentis and Prague, declarations of intent
Concrete conference preparations, PR, advertising, invitations to the 1st implementation to be defined
First holding of the conference in June 2023 in Disentis

Edited by
Martin Klöti
Martin

Target date
19.7.2022
August 2022

Martin with donors
Martin with BoD members

August 2022
September 2022

Martin with ZKB
VR

September 2022

Cannabinno, Gimelli
In-eko
pending

End 2022
End 2022
End 2022

Martin and regional leaders End 2022
VR

March 2023

VR
VR
VR

End 2022
April 2022
June 2023

Market potential assessment for Eastern and South-Eastern Europe
Estimation of Market Potential over East and Southeastern Europe

Summer hemp
total amount of agricultural land
sub amount being acres (share)
usable amount in the sequence of crops in summer
calculated share with pos. decision of farmers for hemp

share

Winter hemp
total amount of agricultural land
sub amount being acres (share)
calculated share with pos. decision of farmers for hemp

Anteil

0.6
0.33
0.1

straw total
Number of Number of
amount in capacity
machine- engaged
ha straw to/ha
to to/set/year sets
farmers
172'725'200
103'635'120
34'199'590
3'419'959
3.0 10'259'877
4800
2'137
21'375

ha
172'725'200
0.6 103'635'120
0.3 31'090'536

2.5 77'726'340

2400

32'386

323'860

Market potential of about 35'000 sets to be installed in S- and SE-Europe
under the pessimistic assumption that only 10% of the farmers decide for
summer hemp and only 30% for green fertilizing by the means of winter hemp.
Summer hemp being integrated in the sequence of 3-fields-farming.
amount of
av. fibre
fibre semi- (Benchmark Total
content in products in with China) earnings in
the straw to
price/kg
Mrd. EUR
Market potential with fibre semi-products S-SE-Europe
0.40
7.5
generated with summer hemp in Mrd. EUR
4'103'951
30.78
generated with winter hemp in Mrd. EUR
31'090'536
233.18

See next page for the underlying agricultural areas in the different nations

earnings to
the account
of the
farmers

earnings to
the account
of
Hemp4circ

earnings to
the account
of the
investors

20.31
153.90

6.77
51.30

3.39
25.65

Agricultural surface in E- und SE-Europe in 2020
Ukraine
Turkey
Germany
Poland
Rumania
Italy
Hungary
Bulgaria
Czechia
Serbia
Lituania
Austria
Bos-Herzegov
Slovakia
Croatia
Estonia
Mazedonia
Albania
Switzerland
Slovenia
Montenegro
Total agricultural surface in E- and SE-Europe

ha
41'274'800
38'536'000
16'731'000
14'371'000
13'835'000
12'945'000
5'347'000
5'011'900
4'213'000
3'468'500
3'006'000
2'718'500
2'183'000
1'921'600
1'537'600
1'300'000
1'263'000
1'174'300
1'040'000
616'600
231'400
172'725'200

Technical sketches of the Low Tech production lines
Hammer mill for debarking the straw of summer hemp after harvesting with the combine harvester

Step cleaner for fibre cleaning with turbo fibre return until the fibres are free of shives

Long fibre preparation sequence with breaking, scraping, combing, brushing to flat fibre scrim

